Deliberate practice (DP) is a task-specific structured training activity that plays a key role in understanding skill acquisition and explaining individual differences in expert performance. Relevant activities that qualify as DP have to be identified in every domain. For example, for training in classical music, solitary practice is a typical training activity during skill acquisition. To date, no meta-analysis on the quantifiable effect size of deliberate practice on attained performance in music has been conducted. Yet the identification of a quantifiable effect size could be relevant for the current discussion on the role of various factors on individual difference in musical achievement. Furthermore, a research synthesis might enable new computational approaches to musical development. Here we present the first meta-analysis on the role of deliberate practice in the domain of musical performance. A final sample size of 13 studies (total N = 788) was carefully extracted to satisfy the following criteria: reported durations of task-specific accumulated practice as predictor variables and objectively assessed musical achievement as the target variable. We identified an aggregated effect size of r c = 0.61; 95% CI [0.54, 0.67] for the relationship between task-relevant practice (which by definition includes DP) and musical achievement. Our results corroborate the central role of long-term (deliberate) practice for explaining expert performance in music.
INTRODUCTION
Current research on individual differences in the domain of music is surrounded by controversial discussions: On the one hand, exceptional achievement is explained within the expertperformance framework with an emphasis on the role of structured training as the key variable; on the other hand, researchers working in the individual differences framework argue that (possibly innate) abilities and other influential variables (e.g., working memory) may explain observable inter-individual differences (see Ericsson, 2014 for a detailed discussion). The expert-performance approach is represented by studies by Ericsson and coworkers (e.g., who assume that engaging in relevant domain-related activities, especially deliberate practice (DP), is necessary and moderates attained level of performance. Deliberate practice is qualitatively different from work and play and "includes activities that have been specially designed to improve the current level of performance" (p. 368). In a more comprehensive and detailed definition, Ericsson and Lehmann (1999) refer to DP as a "Structured activity, often designed by teachers or coaches with the explicit goal of increasing an individual's current level of performance. (· · · ) it requires the generation of specific goals for improvement and the monitoring of various aspects of performance. Furthermore, deliberate practice involves trying to exceed one's previous limit, which requires full concentration and effort. " (p. 695) In other words, we have to distinguish between mere experience (as a non-directed activity) and deliberate practice. An individual's involvement with a new domain entails the accumulation of experience, which may include practice components and lead to initially acceptable levels of performance. However, only the conscious use of strategies along with the desire to improve will result in superior expert performance (Ericsson, 2006) . Note that in most studies DP is only indirectly estimated using durations of task-relevant training activities that also include an unspecified proportion of non-deliberate practice components. The unreflected use of the "accumulated deliberate practice" concept to denote durations of accumulated time spent in training activities is therefore misleading, because the measured durations might theoretically underestimate the true effect of deliberate practice on attained performance. In the context of classical music performance, the task-relevant activity can often consist of some type of solitary practice (e.g., studying repertoire or practicing scales) or the execution of a particular activity in a rehearsal or training context (e.g., sight-reading at the piano while coaching a soloist; receiving lessons). The theoretical framework for the explanation of expert and exceptional achievement has been validated in various domains and is widely accepted nowadays (Ericsson, 1996) , as evidenced by the extremely high citation frequencies of key publications in this area. For example, according to Google Scholar, the study by has been cited more than 4000 times in the 20 years since its publication. As an internationally known proponent of research on giftedness, Ziegler (2009) concludes that even modern conceptions of giftedness research have integrated the perspective of expertise theory. However, controversial discussions persist (see Detterman, 2014) .
In contrast, researchers relying more on talent-based approaches maintain that DP might not explain individual differences in performance sufficiently and emphasize innate variables as the explanation for outstanding musical achievement, such as working memory capacity (Vandervert, 2009; Meinz and Hambrick, 2010) , handedness (Kopiez et al., , 2010 , sensorimotor speed (Kopiez and Lee, 2006, 2008) , psychometric intelligence (Ullén et al., 2008) , intrinsic motivation (Winner, 1996) , unique type of representations (Shavinina, 2009) , or verbal memory (Brandler and Rammsayer, 2003) . According to Ericsson (2014) , the predictive power of additional factors, such as general cognitive abilities, is usually of small to medium size and diminishes as the level of expertise increases.
Although expertise theory provides convincing arguments for the importance of structured training on expert skill acquisition and achievement, no comprehensive quantification for the influence of DP on musical achievement has been presented so far. A first and highly commendable attempt to estimate the "true" (population) effect of DP via estimates of durations of accumulated practice on musical achievement was published by Hambrick et al. (2014) who identified a sample of eight studies for their review. However, their methodology, assumptions, and use of the term DP raise some issues that have to be resolved. These open questions and concerns spawned our initial motivation for the present meta-analysis.
REANALYSIS OF DATA PRESENTED IN Hambrick et al. (2014)
First, we carefully studied the publication by Hambrick et al. (2014) (Table 1 ). Using Table 3 of their paper, we extracted the correlations between training data and measures of music performance and entered these data into a meta-analysis software (Comprehensive Meta-Analysis, see Borenstein, 2010) . This analysis brought to light an aggregated efffect size value of r = 0.44 for the influence of training data on musical performance (see Table 1 , for details). According to Cohen's (1988) benchmarks, this corresponds to a large overall effect (see also Ellis, 2010, p. 41) . Unlike Hambrick et al. (2014) , we did not use the correlation values corrected for measurement error variance (attenuation correction) in the present paper because their correction of confidence intervals relied on the biased Fisher's z transformation (see Hunter and Schmidt, 2004, Ch. 5) and not on the corrected sampling error variance for each individual correlation as suggested by Hunter and Schmidt (2004, Ch. 3) . Therefore, to allow for later comparisons, we decided to use the uncorrected (attenuated) correlation as the basis for our analysis of heterogeneity.
The effect size, however, is not the only relevant parameter in a meta-analysis, and it should be examined in the light of a possible publication bias. To test for the strength of the resulting effect size estimate, we conducted a test for heterogeneity for the underlying sample of studies. Following Deeks et al. (2008) , the I 2 value describes the percentage of variance in effect size estimates that can be attributed to heterogeneity rather than to sampling error. The I 2 value of 60.3 obtained for the Hambrick et al. (2014) sample of studies implied that it "may represent substantial heterogeneity" (Deeks et al., 2008, p. 278 ). The main reason for possible heterogeneity, in our opinion, could be a less selective inclusion with resulting inconsistent predictor and target variables. For example, in their study on the acquistion of expertise in musicians, Ruthsatz et al. (2008) used inconsistent (non-standardized) indicators for the estimation of musical achievement that made it difficult to compare the observed differences in performance: In Study 1, the band director's audition scores for each of the high school band members were ranked and used as individual indicators of musical achievement; in Study 2A, audition scores from the admission exam were used as the outcome variable; and in Study 2B, a music faculty member rated the students' general musical achievement. In no instance was a standardized performance task used as the target variable. Unfortunately, no information was reported on the rating reliabilities. Although our reanalysis of Hambrick et al.'s (2014) review confirmed a large effect size for the relation between training data and musical achievement, this finding still underestimates the "true" value. In order to arrive at a convincing effect size for deliberate practice in the domain of music we also aggregated studies, but invested great effort in the selection of studies for our meta-analysis. As will be shown below, our meta-analysis was not affected by potential publication bias and heterogeneity. We also applied transparent and consistent criteria for study selection as this is one of the most important prerequisites for the aggregation of studies.
CHOICE OF METHOD
Two methods are available to evaluate past research: (a) a narrative and systematic review and (b) a meta-analysis. The narrative reviewer uses published studies, reports other authors' results in his or her own words and draws conclusions (Ellis, 2010, p. 89) . A systematic review is also sometimes referred to as a "qualitative review" or "thematic synthesis" (Booth et al., 2012) and necessitates a comprehensive search of the literature. The disadvantage of this approach is that it depends on the availability of results published in established journals and tends to show a publication bias toward the Type I error (false positive). The reason for this is that journals prefer to publish studies with significant results, and negative findings or null results have a lower probability of publication (Masicampo and Lalande, 2012) . In the field of music, narrative reviews on the influence of DP on musical achievement play an important role and have been conducted in the last two decades (Lehmann, 1997 (Lehmann, , 2005 Howe et al., 1998; Sloboda, 2000; Krampe and Charness, 2006; Lehmann and Gruber, 2006; Gruber and Lehmann, 2008; Campitelli and Gobet, 2011; Hambrick and Meinz, 2011; Nandagopal and Ericsson, 2012; Ericsson, 2014) .
The other approach is that of a meta-analysis. Here, studies are included following "pre-specified eligibility criteria in order to answer a specific research question" (Higgins and Green, 2008, p. 6) . Within the meta-analytic approach, studies' effect sizes have to be weighted before they are aggregated. Every study's effect size weight then reflects its degree of precision as a function of sample size (Ellis, 2010) . Consequently, studies with smaller sample sizes, particularly in combination with larger variation, will result in smaller weights compared to studies with larger sample sizes and more narrow variation. These weights of the individual studies then function as estimators of precision. If these weights differ markedly from each other, statistical heterogeneity is present. The final result of a meta-analysis is the weighted mean effect size across all studies included. Compared to an individual study's effect size, this weighted mean effect size represents a more precise point estimate as well as an interval estimate surrounding the effect size in the population (Ellis, 2010, p. 95) . Moreover, a meta-analysis generally increases statistical power by reducing the standard error of the weighted average effect size (Cohn and Becker, 2003) . Researchers who use meta-analysis techniques have two goals: First, they want to arrive at an interval of effect size estimation in a population based on aggregated effect sizes of individual studies; second, they want to give an evidence-based answer to those questions that reviews or replication studies cannot give in part due to their arbitrary collection of significant and insignificant results.
Despite the fact that meta-analyses have been shown to be an important constituent for the production of "verified knowledge" (Kopiez, 2012) , they have only recently been applied to various topics in music psychology (e.g., Chabris, 1999; Hetland, 2000; Pietschnig et al., 2010; Kämpfe et al., 2011; Platz and Kopiez, 2012; Mishra, 2014) . To date, there has been no formal meta-analysis concerning the influence of DP on attained music performance.
GOAL OF THE PRESENT STUDY
The aim of our study was two-fold: First, by means of a systematic literature review we wanted to identify all relevant publications that might help us answer the question of how strongly taskspecific practice influences attained music performance. Second, we wanted to quantify the effect of DP on music performance in terms of an objectively computed effect size. This effect size is an important component for the development of a comprehensive model for the explanation of individual differences in the domain of music. Although this meta-analysis is supposed to reveal the "true" effect size of deliberate practice on musical achievement, for theoretical reasons it is possible that it is still underestimating the upper bound of deliberate practice (see Future Perspectives).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study was conducted in three steps: First, to arrive at a relevant sample of selected studies, we conducted a systematic review (Cooper et al., 2009 ) that helped to control for publication bias (Rothstein et al., 2005) . In the second step, we identified each study's predictor and outcome variable in line with Ericsson (2014) , and we identified all artifactual confounds that might attenuate the studies' outcome measures (Hunter and Schmidt, 2004, p. 35) . Third, we carried out a meta-analysis of individually corrected (disattenuated) correlations as well as a quantification of its variance (Hunter and Schmidt, 2004; Schmidt and Le, 2005) to obtain the true mean score correlation (ρ) between music-related practice and musical achievement.
SAMPLE OF SELECTED STUDIES
Our sample of selected studies for the subsequent meta-analysis was the outcome of a systematic literature search which had led to a preliminary corpus of selected studies (see Figure 1A ). Due to a wide variety of methodological approaches, and for the purpose of later generalizability of our meta-analytical results, we decided to select only studies with comparable experimental designs. Therefore, in the next step of generating a sample, we excluded all studies from the preliminary corpus that did not meet all of our selection criteria (see Figure 1B) . Consequently, our preliminary corpus of n = 102 studies dwindled to the final sample of n = 13 studies which served as input for the meta-analysis.
LITERATURE SEARCH
The acquisition of studies for our systematic review derived from (a) the search for relevant databases of scientific literature, (b) queries of conference proceedings, and (c) personal communications with experts in the field of music education or musical development. First, a database backward and forward search for literature was conducted in January 2014 ( Figure 1A ). To control for publication bias (see Rothstein et al., 2005) , we considered a large variety of databases for our literature search: peer-reviewed studies in the field of medical and neuroscientific (PubMed), psychological (PsycINFO), educational (ERIC), social (ISI), and musicological research (RILM). To avoid an overestimation of the effect size due to possibly unpublished results (Rosenthal, 1979) , so-called "gray literature" (Rothstein and Hopewell, 2009 ) with often non-significant study results, we also searched doctoral dissertations (DAI), proceedings or newspaper articles (PsycEXTRA) as well as book chapters containing psychological study results (PsycBOOKS).
Studies were excluded from the preliminary corpus if they did not conform with at least one of the following three descriptors ( Figure 1A ): (1) "music" AND "deliberate practice," (2) "music" AND "formal practice," (3) "music" AND "expertise." FIGURE 1 | Arriving at a study sample for the meta-analysis. In the first step (A), a search for literature was based on selected descriptors applied to eight data bases. This resulted in a preliminary corpus of 102 studies. In the second step (B), studies were evaluated and selected for meta-analysis according to seven criteria. N = 13 studies matched all criteria and were included into the meta-analysis.
In addition, we included in the preliminary corpus those musicrelated studies which cited Ericsson et al.'s (1993) first extensive review of skill acquisition research. Finally, authors who had conducted experimental studies on predictors of music achievement were contacted and queried for currently unpublished correlational data involving music-related deliberate practice and musical achievement. In total, our initial literature search resulted in a preliminary corpus of 102 studies ( Figure 1A ).
CRITERIA-RELATED LITERATURE SELECTION
While Hambrick et al. (2014) performed a more intuitive search, resulting in a significant heterogeneity of the study sample, the aim of our method was to arrive at a homogenous sample of pertinent studies. To this end, we selected studies based on objective criteria which we derived from the theoretical framework of expert performance according to . Thus, studies were successively removed from the preliminary corpus of studies if they did not meet all the criteria shown in Figure 1B . As a result of our study selection (see Table 2 ), we identified studies which met the following 6 criteria: (1) they followed a hypothesistesting design; (2) they contained a correlation between accumulated deliberate practice and a corresponding task-related level of musical achievement; (3) the amount of relevant practice had to be accrued across at least 1 year, (4) musical performance had to be measured by means of objective criteria such as a computerbased assessment (e.g., scale analysis by Jabusch et al., 2004) or expert evaluation based on psychometric scales (e.g., Hallam, 1998) . (5) Furthermore, studies were excluded if they did not contain sufficient statistical information for effect size calculation or estimation. (6) Finally, in the case of duplicate publication of data (as happens when original articles are also published in chapter form), study results were considered only once for effect size aggregation in the meta-analysis.
Following our selection criteria n = 89 studies had to be excluded from our preliminary corpus. Our final sample size was thus n = 13 studies, comprising results from peer-reviewed studies as well as "gray" literature from 1992 to 2012 (see Table 2 ). For comparison, Hambrick et al.'s (2014) sample size of studies included in his review was n = 8.
PROCEDURE
According to Hunter and Schmidt (2004, p. 33) , the aim of a psychometric meta-analysis is two-fold: namely, to uncover the variance of observed effect sizes (s 2 r )-in our study, this was the variance of observed correlations between the task-related practice (predictor) and musical achievement (outcome variable)-and to estimate the supposedly "true" effect size distribution in the population σ 2 ρ . The use of the term "psychometric" refers to the idea in classical testing theory (Gulliksen, 1950) that every observed correlation is subject to an attenuation due to the imperfect measurement of variables, sampling error, and further artifacts (for an overview see Hunter and Schmidt, 2004, p. 35) . If the influence of all such artifactual influences on an observed correlation are known (r o ), each study's correlation can be corrected first for its individual attenuation bias (r c ). In a subsequent step, the population variance of the "true" correlation (σ 2 ρ ) is estimated by subtracting the observed variance of corrected correlations (s 2 r c ) from the observed variance attributable to all attenuating factors (s 2 e c ). In the case of a perfect concordance between the observed variance of corrected correlations (s 2 r c ) and the observed Two studies reported; only data of study II was considered. Ericsson, 1996 Lehmann, A. C., and Ericsson, K. A. (1996) . Performance without preparation: structure and acquisition of expert sight-reading and accompanying performance. ), there is no population variance left to be explained (σ 2 ρ = 0). Then all studies' effect sizes in the meta-analysis are homogenous and assumed to derive from one single population effect (Hunter and Schmidt, 2004, p. 202) . Therefore, we will first identify each study's theoretically appropriate predictor and outcome variable as well as reliability information for both variables in order to calculate effect size and estimate artifactual influence.
IDENTIFICATION OF PREDICTORS AND OUTCOME VARIABLES
Although accumulated deliberate practice on an instrument has been identified as a generally important biographical predictor in the acquisition of expert performance , it is sometimes erroneously considered a catch-all predictor for achievement in music-specific tasks. However, as Ericsson clearly states, "it is not the total number of hours of practice that matter, but a particular type of practice [emphasis by the third author, AL] that predicts the difference between elite and sub-elite athletes" (Ericsson, 2014, p. 94) . For example, according to Lehmann and Ericsson (1996) as well as Kopiez and Lee (2006, 2008) , sight-reading performance as a domain-specific task of musical achievement should be less well predicted by accumulated generic deliberate practice in piano playing (i.e., solitary practice) than by the accumulated amount of task-specific deliberate practice in the field of accompanying and sight-reading. Thereforeand in contrast to Hambrick et al.'s (2014) procedure-for each study we identified the most corresponding predictor variable. For example, the researcher might have summed up the number of pieces sight-read (Kornicke, 1992, p. 133) , determined the size of the accompanying repertoire (Lehmann and Ericsson, 1996, p. 29) , counted the number of accompanying performances (Meinz, 2000, p. 301) , reported cumulated piano accompanying performances (Tuffiash, 2002, p. 81) , calculated the accumulated sight-reading expertise until the age of 18 (Kopiez and Lee, 2008, p. 49) or aggregated the durations of accompaniment and hours of specific sight-reading practice (Meinz and Hambrick, 2010, p. 3). Information on the task-specific accumulated practice duration until the age of 18 or 20 years was used in the case of Ericsson et al. (1993, p. 386) , Krampe and Ericsson (1996, p. 347) , and Kopiez and Lee (2008, p. 49) . In the absence of such data, we used the total accumulated practice time (at the time of the data collection) instead (e.g., in the case of Hallam, 1998, p. 124; McPherson, 2005 , author contacted for data; Jabusch et al., 2007, p. 366; and Kopiez et al., 2012, p. 372) .
In addition to the predictor variable, the measurement of the outcome variable should be representative of the investigated skill (Ericsson, 2014) . Consequently, inter-onset evenness in scale-playing as well as performed (rehearsed) music were identified as truly domain-specific tasks of musical achievement in our sample of studies on music performance. Here, participants' performances were measured either by a reliable psychological evaluation based on psychometric scale construction (e.g., Kornicke, 1992) or by an objective, computer-based, physical measurement such as obtaining the number of correctly performed notes (e.g., Lehmann and Ericsson, 1996) or identifying the inter-onset evenness of scale-playing (e.g., Krampe and Ericsson, 1996; Jabusch et al., 2007) . In the case of multiple tasks, as was the case in Ericsson et al. (1993, p. 386) as well as in Krampe and Ericsson (1996, p. 347) , we decided to choose the task with the stronger measurement reliability, the highest difficulty and the highest discrimination ability for musical achievement (different movements with each hand (Ericsson et al., 1993, p. 386) , simultaneously [Exp. 1], see Krampe and Ericsson, 1996) .
RELIABILITY OF IDENTIFIED PREDICTORS AND OUTCOME VARIABLES
For the purpose of adjusting the correlation coefficient of the observed studies for attenuation, the measurement error in the predictor as well as in the outcome variable had to be identified (Hunter and Schmidt, 2004, p. 41) . As shown in Table 3 , only a small number of studies reported information on the reliability for either the predictor or the outcome variable. Specifically, only Tuffiash (2002, p. 36) reported test-retest reliability in cumulative piano accompaniment performance (r xx = 0.91) for the quantification of measurement error in the predictor variable. His test-retest reliability estimations were similar to those reported in Bengtsson et al. (2005 Bengtsson et al. ( , p. 1148 , who stated a mean test-retest reliability r xx = 0.89 for the estimation of accumulated deliberate practice obtained from retrospective interviews. Thus, when no reliability was reported for the predictor variable, we used the mean correlation of test-retest reliability according to Bengtsson et al. (2005) to estimate the imperfection of the predictor variable.
To quantify measurement error in the outcome variable, we used the Cronbach's alpha reported in Kornicke (1992, p. 109) for the inter-rater reliability of the sight-reading test and in McPherson (2005, p. 13) for performing rehearsed music. In Krampe and Ericsson (1996, p. 339 ) and Meinz and Hambrick (2010, p. 4 ), Cronbach's alpha of the construct reliability for the psychometric measurements could be copied from the respective papers. Finally, in the case of Tuffiash (2002, p. 28) we computed a mean correlation on the basis of all the test-retest reliabilities of sight-reading tests the author reported. For studies in which no measurement error was stated for the outcome variable, we estimated the reliability of the outcome variable's measurement: To estimate the reliability of experts' performance ratings for the outcome variable in Lehmann and Ericsson (1996) and Kopiez and Lee (2008) , we used the intercorrelations between the expert judgment of overall impression and the amount of correctly played notes (r yy = 0.88) as reported in Lehmann and Ericsson (1993, p. 190) . In the cases of (in revision) was used for the estimation of the test-retest reliability for the ABRSM in Hallam (1998) . Along the lines of Bergee (2003), we underestimated the disattenuated correlation by using r yy = 0.91 and obtained a more conservative correction. Finally, a reliability estimate of r yy = 0.96 for Meinz (2000) was communicated by the author and also reported in Hambrick et al. (2014, p. 6) . In summary, all studies showed a weak attenuation with a 1-17% downwards bias (see Table 4 , column A). + Absolute values were used in meta-analysis.
• Aggregated correlation based on all four correlations between accumulated deliberate practice and outcome variable.
•
• Aggregated correlation based on two reported correlations between accumulated life-time deliberate practice and outcome variable.
••• According to Lehmann and Ericsson (1996) Ericsson et al., 1993 (r yy = 0.91) , Lehmann and Ericsson, 1996 (r yy = 0.88) , Hallam, 1998 (r yy = 0.91), Meinz, 2000 (r yy = 0.96), Jabusch et al., 2007 , Kopiez and Lee, 2008 (r yy = 0.88), Jabusch et al., 2009 (r yy = 0.91), Kopiez et al., 2012 (r yy = 0.91) .
STATISTICAL REANALYSIS AND META-ANALYSIS WITH CORRELATIONS CORRECTED FOR ARTIFACTS
All studies reported correlations that could be used for quantifying the effect of deliberate practice on the musical achievement (see Table 3 ). Meinz and Hambrick (2010) reported multiple predictors of sight-reading skill along the theoretical outline for the acquisition of sight-reading skill (Lehmann and Ericsson, 1996; . We aggregated the two predictors, number of accompanying events/activities (r = 0.63) and hours of sight-reading practice (r = 0.48), into a mean correlation (r = 0.56) to be used as a global predictor for sight-reading performance (see Table 3 ). As a result of a 2 × 2 experimental design, four correlations of pianists' accumulated task-specific practice times and scale performances were reported in Kopiez et al. (2012) . Again, the four individual correlations r L i = −0.47; r L o = −0.23; r R i = −0.46; r R o = −0.50 were aggregated to the study's effect size (r = −0.42) , Table 6 on p. 372; see comment on negative values below). Finally, in the case of Jabusch et al. (2009, p. 77) , two correlations between total life-time practice and music performance (as measured by evenness in scale playing on various dates with a distance of 1 year; r 1 = −0.47; r 2 = −0.40) were reported. We calculated and used the mean correlation (|r| = 0.44) in our meta-analysis. Jabusch et al.'s (2004) scale-playing paradigm generally resulted in negative correlations (see Table 3 ). Since the authors report the median of the scale-related inter-onset interval standard deviation (medSDIOI) as an indicator for evenness, a low medSDIOI signals high evenness. A positive association between accumulated practice times and the medSDIOI can still be postulated: the longer the pianist's deliberate practice durations, the smaller the degree of unevennes. For the sake of simplicity we used the absolute values of the correlations reported in our meta-analysis (this also applies to Krampe and Ericsson, 1996; Jabusch et al., 2007 Jabusch et al., , 2009 Kopiez et al., 2012) .
Finally, the observed correlations as well as the reliabilities of predictor and outcome variables were entered into the HunterSchmidt Meta-Analysis software (Schmidt and Le, 2005 ) so that we could correct all observable correlations for artifacts (Hunter and Schmidt, 2004, p. 75) within the meta-analysis and estimate the population correlation for the "true" effect size (see Table 4 ).
RESULTS

STATISTICAL PROCEDURE
The observed correlation (r o ) for each study was transformed into its disattenuated r c value. This disattenuation procedure is based on the assumption that the observed correlation (r o ) comprises the "true" value plus the influence of a measurement error that depends on the reliability of both the predictor (r xx ) and outcome (r yy ) variable. According to Hunter and Schmidt (2004) , the r o value has to be corrected for limited reliability of both variables, and this correction is implemented in the Hunter-Schmidt Meta-Analysis Programs (see Schmidt and Le, 2005) . Detailed results with all steps and for each study are shown in Table 4 . It is remarkable that 81.2% of the complete variance in all corrected correlations was attributable to the artifacts, a finding which leaves no residual variance to be explained (for an explanation, see Hunter and Schmidt, 2004, p. 401) . In other words, our meta-analysis is based on an homogenous corpus of data (Q(12) = 8.19, p = 0.77; I 2 = 0.00%) which is the outcome of a careful sampling and study selection, guided by the criteria of task-specific practice and objective measurements of music performance. (Hunter and Schmidt, 2004, p. 96) ; r xx , reliability of predictor variable (error of measurement in the predictor variable, Hunter and Schmidt, 2004, p. 96) ; r yy , reliability of outcome variable (error of measurement in the outcome variable, Hunter and Schmidt, 2004, p. 96) ; A, attenuation factor (r o /r c , Hunter and Schmidt, 2004, p. 118) ; Var(e o ), sampling error variance of each study's uncorrected correlation (Hunter and Schmidt, 2004, p. 87) ; Var(e c ), sampling error variance of each study's corrected correlation (Hunter and Schmidt, 2004, p. 119) ; w, study weight (Hunter and Schmidt, 2004, p. 125) ; r c , corrected study correlation (Hunter and Schmidt, 2004, p. 118) ; weighted mean observed correlation r o = 0.54 (Hunter and Schmidt, 2004, p. 81) ; frequency-weighted average squared error S 2 r = 0.01 (Hunter and Schmidt, 2004, p. 81) ; mean true score correlation ρ = 0.61 (Hunter and Schmidt, 2004, p. 125) ; variance of true score correlations S 2 ρ = 0 (Hunter and Schmidt, 2004, p. 126) ; observed variance of the corrected correlations S 2 rc = 0.01 (Hunter and Schmidt, 2004, p. 126) ; variance in corrected correlations attributable to all artifacts S 2 ec = 0.01 (Hunter and Schmidt, 2004, p. 126); complete variance in corrected correlations (81.2% ) is attributable to all artifacts (Hunter and Schmidt, 2004, p. 401) ; Q-test on study homogeneity as well as I 2 suggest no significant variation across studies (I 2 = 0.00; Q(12) = 8.19, p = 0.77) . 
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MAIN OUTCOME
The result from 13 studies regarding the effect of the indicators of DP on musical achievement is summarized in Figure 2 using a forest plot. Our meta-analysis yielded an average aggregated corrected effect size of r c = 0.61, with CI 95% [0.54, 0.67] . According to Cohen's benchmarks (1988, p. 80) , this corresponds to a large effect. The size of the squares in the forest plot indicates each study's weight and error bars delimit the 95% CI. The remarkably strong relationship between task-specific practice and musical achievement as measured by objective means is only one facet of the aggregated and corrected correlations. Another facet of the results is the 95% CI as a measure of dispersion for the population effect which is rather narrow [0.54, 0.67] and positive. This feature indicates the stability of our finding. The forest plot also shows that the aggregated correlation is not biased by one or two studies with extreme relative weights. Rather, a total of 4 studies (Hallam, 1998; Meinz, 2000; Tuffiash, 2002; McPherson, 2005) with high relative weights contribute 50% to the aggregated result.
TEST FOR PUBLICATION BIAS
Evidence suggests that due to their selective decision processes and preference for significant results, peer-reviewed journals only partially reflect research activities (Rothstein et al., 2005) . This so-called publication or availability bias is an indicator for the existence of unpublished results, and it is a sign of how strongly those unpublished studies could influence the results of a metaanalysis. To detect the presence of a systematic selection bias of publications, we used the so-called funnel plot (Egger et al., 1997 ) (see Figure 3) . If publication bias is present, the distribution of results will form an asymmetrically shaped funnel. Fortunately, Figure 3 shows a nearly symmetrical distribution of effect sizes in relation to the standard error (the indicator of precision). With the exception of one, the effect sizes lie within the funnel's shape and are centered symmetrically around the aggregated mean of r c = 0.61. Such considerably low bias is one of the strengths of our meta-analysis and the result of carefully defined criteria for inclusion (see Figure 1 ).
DISCUSSION
One of the main results of our meta-analysis is the identification of a reliable, aggregated correlation between task-relevant practice and objectively measured musical achievement. Although the central parameter of our analysis of 13 studies is similar to the one calculated by Hambrick et al. (2014) on the basis of 8 studies, there are some marked differences between both approaches. Our results may currently represent the best estimate of this correlation given the published data and methodological tools.
COMPARISON OF OUR FINDINGS TO THOSE BY Hambrick et al. (2014)
An important step in the use of correlation coefficients in metaanalyses is the correction for attenuation (Hunter and Schmidt, CI [0.43, 0.64] ). Therefore, we conclude that our meta-analysis is a more reliable approximation of the "true" correlation between task-relevant practice (including DP) and musical achievement. In some instances, the predictors we used were different from those Hambrick et al. (2014) had used for their study. For example, they selected the value of r o = 0.25 from the sightreading study by Kopiez and Lee (2008) . However, this correlation between task-relevant study (i.e., sight-reading expertise) and actual sight-reading achievement was based on the lifetime accumulated practice time in sight-reading (up to the time of data collection). In line with the criteria for the calculation of accumulated practice time employed in ; Ericsson et al. (Study II, see Table 3 ), and for reasons of comparability, we used the correlation between accumulated sight-reading expertise up to the age of 18 years and sight-reading performance (r o = 0.36; Kopiez and Lee, 2008) for our meta-analysis. Life-time accumulated practice durations were only used when no information on the task-specific accumulated practice time until the age of 18 or 20 years could be obtained from the studies. We believe that the careful selection of studies and variables based on selection criteria of objective measurement for the outcome (performance) variable and clear calculations of accumulated practice durations are the main reasons for the differences between Hambrick et al.'s results and ours.
THE ROLE OF POSSIBLE FURTHER MODERATING VARIABLES ON PERFORMANCE
The discussion on the influence of variables other than study durations that might influence musical achievement is ongoing and interesting. Here, we wish to comment on the tendency of authors to use headings for publications that can be misleading for the uninformed reader. For example, Meinz and Hambrick (2010) insinuate that there might be (heritable) variables which have a significant influence on musical achievement, and they suggest working memory capacity as such an influential factor. Yet, their main finding regarding the central role of various forms of relevant practice on sight-reading achievement (within a range from r o = 0.37 to 0.67) implies that working memory capacity can only contribute a smaller proportion of the variance (r o = 0.28). Although the authors conclude "that deliberate practice accounted for nearly half of the total variance in piano sightreading performance" (Meinz and Hambrick, 2010, p. 914) , the article title, "Limits on the Predictive Power of Domain-Specific Experience and Knowledge in Skilled Performance," defames the role of deliberate practice. A second case is the publication by Ruthsatz et al. (2008) . Their combination of "other" variables exceeds the influence of deliberate practice times only when the aggregated correlations of IQ and music audiation are compared with the influence of the individual predictor of practice. However, it is well-known that Gordon's tests of audiation (AMMA), which Ruthsatz uses, is influenced by musical experience and thus already captures effects of DP. In light of such findings, the authors' claim that "higher-level musicians report significantly higher mean levels of characteristics such as general intelligence and music audiation, in addition to higher levels of accumulated practice time" (Ruthsatz et al., 2008, p. 330 ) is grossly misleading.
Another argument for a differentiated view of our findings arises from the erroneous interpretation of r (or r c ) values as r 2 values known from common variance. For example, Hambrick et al. (2014, p. 7) state: "On average across studies, deliberate practice explained about 30% of the reliable variance in music performance." However, according to Hunter and Schmidt (2004, p. 190) , this is a problematic interpretation with regard to findings from a meta-analysis, because the r 2 value is "related only in a very nonlinear way to the magnitudes of effect sizes that determine their impact in the real world." Instead, relationships between variables should be interpreted in terms of linear relationships. Therefore, we could illustrate the relevance of our meta-analytical finding by means of a correlation simulation based on a sample size of N = 788 and a given correlation of r c = 0.61. Figure 4 displays this simulation with the linear increase of one unit on the x-axis corresponding to an increase of musical skill level or achievement by 0.61 units. If we expressed this in terms of an experimental between-groups design, this r c value of 0.61 would translate to a Cohen's d of 1.52 which implicates a very large effect (Ellis, 2010, p. 16 ). In our view, this is a strong argument for the eminent importance of long-term DP for skill acquisition and achievement. In summary, it is incorrect to interpret our findings (r c = 0.61) as evidence that DP explains 36% of the variance in attained music performance. Instead, it is correct to state that the currently trackable correlation between an approximation of deliberate practice with indicators such as solitary study or task-relevent training experiences is related to measurements of music performance with r c = 0.61.
FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
Currently, there is a lack of controlled empirical studies based on the expertise theory in the domain of music. This problem is reflected in the small number of studies (N = 13) conducted over the last 20 years which matched the rigorous selection criteria of our meta-analysis. One of the main challenges in the future will therefore be to extend the base of reliable experimental data. This means that studies should use state of the art measurements of relevant deliberate practice durations (e.g., year-by-year retrospective reports, diaries etc.) and objective and reliable assessments of performance variables (e.g., preferably hard performance measurements or consensual expert ratings of performance achievements). All of this was demanded many years ago (e.g., Ericsson and Smith, 1991) . The use of standardized performance tasks (e.g., intact performance such as sight-reading with a pacing voice or isolated subskills such as scale playing at a given speed) with the objective measurement of performance and additional information on their reliabilities will be mandatory for investigating the "true" relationship between taskspecific practice and musical achievement. This demand underscores Ericsson's (2014, p. 16) claim that "the expert-performance framework restricts its research to objectively measurable performance. It rejects research based on supervisor ratings and other social indicators. . . ." Consequently, self-reports on abilities, the rating of a musican's skill level by an orchestra's conductor, and reports of parents about their child's level of achievement are not acceptable as objective indicators of performance. The question of whether the expert performance framework generalizes to the general population also awaits investigation (Ericsson, 2014) . As our findings are currently limited to music, it will be necessary to cross-validate them with meta-analytic findings in other domains of expertise, such as sports or chess. The likelihood of their being generalizable is high, though, due to the methodological rigor of our study.
One general problem for the domain of music is that time estimations of practice durations are only approximate indicators of deliberate practice, which by definition only constitutes optimized practice and training activities. If we were able to identify the actual amount of deliberate practice inherent in the durational estimates that currently also include suboptimal practice activities, especially in sub-expert populations, then the aggregated correlations could certainly be higher than r c = 0.61. Solitary practice might also not cover all aspects of deliberate practice (e.g., competition experience). Thus, our figure of r c = 0.61 might currently be considered as the theoretically lower bound of the true effect of DP. The most suitable future studies that could untangle this empirical conundrum would include micro-analyses of practice activities and in particular longitudinal studies like the one's by McPherson et al. (2012) for music; or Gruber et al. (1994) for chess. Such studies should be the natural next step in the quest for the factors that mediate expert and exceptional performance.
